Friday, November 1, 1974

Spartan Dull

Today the Spartan Daily looks at eight of the 17
propositions facing California voters Tuesday. See page 3.
An article on page 6 backgrounds the reasons for the
predicted low voter turnout. The county registrar of voters
cites falling voter registration, a lackluster primary and
v oter apathy as reasons for the low turnout.
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Poll reveals
area voters
not decided
By Dick Schaaf
Just days before the Nov. 5 election, a
"surprisingly substantial number" of
San Jose voters have not yet decided
how they will vote for mayor and city
council, according to a scientificallyconducted telephone survey taken
between Oct. 25 and 29 by members of
Dr. Terry Christensen’s political
science seminar on San Jose politics.
In a sample of 394 San Jose
households, weighted to isolate
registered voters who plan to vote
Tuesday, 42 per cent of those interviewed had not yet decided between
Janet Gray Hayes and Barton L. Collins
for mayor.
In the race for city council, a
whopping 79 per cent had no preference
between candidates Larry Pegram and
Nick Lickwar.
said
interpretation,"
"My
Christensen on the basis of the crude,
unprocessed figures, "is that a lot of
people aren’t interested. The campaigns just haven’t gotten through."
In the mayor’s race, Hayes led
Collins by a margin of 32 per cent to 26
per cent.
"The good news for Hayes," said
Christensen, -is that she’s ahead."
However, Christensen cautioned that
the figures do not support a prediction
of a Hayes victory due to the large

Finalization of 80-20
by Bunzel anticipated

By Stephen Crawford
committee. He did say, however, that
A recommendation concerning the 80- the senate is expected to vote on the
20 interim appointment policy is ex- recommendation at its next meeting,
pected today from the Academic Senate Nov. 11.
to President John H. Bunzel, according
Schien said he was not sure what
to Dr. Arnold Schien, chairman of the Bunzel’s action would be on the interim
senate’s professional standards policy or the senate’s recommendation.
committee.
"They the administration) don’t
0.7111/47r.11
The interim policy states that 80 per immediately have to replace it with
NOI/C111N,
cent of the faculty is to be tenured or in another plan," said Dr. George Sicular,
line for tenure while 20 per cent is to
remain temporary.
1..thloo.
According to a statement Bunzel
4
4.4.,
issued last year, the interim policy was
scheduled to be reviewed and signed as
permanent policy by today.
The review is also to include consultation from the Academic Senate
before a final plan is drawn up.
By James Hadley
"The Academic Council, in coun$0.00.
sultation with the university adThat’s how much is left in the fall A.S.
ministration, will conduct a comInterest in Tuesday’s election down in dumps
prehensive study of the steady state general fund. A.S. Council spent its last
problem in order to establish a per- $179.96 at Wednesday’s council
undecided bloc.
The poll showed 12 per cent backing manent policy by Nov. 1, 1974, which meeting.
The money war; allocated to the Gay
In addition, the poll was conducted Pegraun against 9 per cent for Lickwar permanent policy shall supersede this
prior to a San Jose Mercury-News with more than three of every four interim policy," said an Academic Students Union, Song Leaders and the
Senate resolution approved March 18 India Assoication.
endorsement of both Collins and Lick- voters undecided.
Council tabled a vote not to
war.
The totals for all four candidates this year.
"Oh! my goodness, I don’t know," give A.S. Attorney General Michael
"The bad news for Pegram," have actually dropped off from their
Bunzel said when asked if the 80-20 Roberts any of the $800 he requested for
Christensen noted, "is the Merc’s en- primary vote totals.
policy would be signed into permanent his salary and operational expenses.
dorsement of Lickwar."
Continued on back page.
There is a possibility that $2,000 will
policy today.
Bunzel said he had "not reviewed the be added to the fall budget, according to
matter." He also said he does not want A.S. Business manager Greg Soulds. He
to discuss the matter until he receives a said the money would come from the
recommendation from the Academic Telephone Commission Fund and he did
not know the details of the fund.
Senate.
Last week council allocated $2,300 to
A. Nov. 1 deadline was set on the
professional standards committee, the various groups, leaving $499.96 in the
Academic Senate group in charge of fall budget. $320 student fees was
forwarded to Moss Landing Marine
brought the topic before the board and Business Affairs, told the board he had fashioning a staffing policy.
By Carolynne Born
Spartan Shops may owe the state said he was "disappointed" the board requested university controller Garvin
Schien said he could give no details of Laboratories for the 32 full-time
almost $50,000 according to a two-year- had not followed through with its Ivans to audit the Commons and the recommendation passed by the students who use the lab for biology
research.
obligation.
old agreement.
determine the amount due the state.
Council divided their allocation funds
The state made the reimbursement
For the past two years, Spartan
Guttormsen referred to the contracts
in half so an equal amount, $7,504.20,
Shops has been obligated to reimburse mandatory two years ago to begin in with the housing office as a "genwould be available in both fall and
half the Dining Commons’ profits to the fiscal year 1973-74 according to Harry tleman’s agreement" and not enspring semesters.
state, according to an agreement Wineroth, manager of Spartan Shops. forceable, "but lawyers may see it
No more programs will be funded for
The current agreement says half of otherwise," he added.
between Spartan Shops and the
the fall semester, according to A.S.
the profits from the operation of the
Neither the board nor the university
Chancellor’s Office.
Treasurer Stephanie Dean. However,
However, Spartan Shops has not Dining Commons is to go back to the entered into any legal contract, Gutcouncil may allocate funds this
been paying its bill, the Board of state-wide Dormitory Revenue Fund, tormsen said. The feeling then was "if
semester for programs which will take
Directors learned at a meeting the fund used to pay for operating costs the board could pay, then it would," he
for all the dormitories in the California said.
place in the spring.
Tuesday.
Gay Students Union received $65 to
State University and Colleges System.
The question before the board, said
And according to Stephanie Dean,
An agreement was in effect between Guttormsen, "is whether or not the
Students will register for spring rent films for a program. The council
A.S. Treasurer, the comparative inSpartan Shops and "certain housing board feels it has a moral and-or legal semester classes Monday through Nov. had to reject the Special Allocations
come statements for 1972-73 were
officials" providing for a division of obligation to fulfill the letters of 20, according to P. Scott Anderson, Committee recommendation to give the
$27,749 and for 1973-74, $72,111.
surplus funds during the first four years agreement ( with the housing officials) director of SJSU’s Computer Assisted group $100 for both their fall and spring
semester programs due to the lack of
Registration ( CAR) program.
So Spartan Shops could owe the State the commons was operating, before the prior to June 30, 1973."
The spring schedule of classes will go fall funds.
$49,930 (half the total income in those reimbursement to the state was made
Rich Thawley, student board
The committee screens applications
mandatory, Wineroth said.
two years).
member, asked how the bill might be on sale at the Spartan bookstore
requesting funds and recommends a
Glen Guttormsen, Director of paid for the four years Spartan Shops Tuesday, Anderson said.
Robert Martin, dean of students,
Students should fill out their class fugure to the council.
was not obligated legally to return any
A.S. Council told the Gay Student
request forms with their faculty adrevenue.
Guttormsen had no immediate an- viser. Completed request forms should Union representatives to approach the
Program Board for publicity of their
be given to faculty advisers.
swer.
Beginning Dec. 16, students may pick film show.
Dean then asked Wineroth for
Song leaders received $50 of their $150
records of the Commons’ net profits for up CAR schedules at the S.U. Loma
its six years of operation and copies of Prieta Room from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. to request for transportation to a game in
the agreement between Spartan Shops determine how their requests fared Hawaii. Three of the six women were
present: Evelyn Almacher, Cindy’ Pena
with the computer.
and the Chancellor’s office.
If fees are not paid by Dec. 30, and Cindy Maley.
Both documents are expected to be
They’ said they were raising money
presented at the board’s next meeting, students will lose their class reserFormer
blood pressure, pulse and heart beat
LONG BEACH ( AP)
with a bake sale, raffle, selling
vation.
Nov. 12.
President Richard M. Nixson may be were stable.
He was described by the doctors as
bleeding internally again, his doctors
said yesterday after examining him. being in "excellent spirits and alert to
The doctors said it is possible a slight all that is going around him."
However, "The possibility still exists
decrease in Nixon’s hemoglobin level
was caused not by bleeding but "nor- for further complications. It is still
mal hemodilution," a temporary premature to offer a prognosis at this
Finally, said Brown, the incumbent is
By Joel Konopken
decrease in red blood cell concentration time."
"The only way an incumbent can be in a position to do favors for individuals
Nixon has received four blood
from cells wearing out normally.
But they are keeping in mind that this transfusions, including one unit of defeated is if he does not use the powers in his district.
"I don’t mean this in any negative
is a slow oozing of blood into the area "packed red blood cells," on Wed- of incumbency and if he has totally lost
behind the body cavity in the abdomen, nesday, since he went into shock for step with the people and with his way," he said. "The incumbent can
Drs. John C. Lungren and Eldon B. three hours from internal bleeding times," said Assemblyman Willie help cut through red tape and do things
such as help someone’s kid get into
Hickman said in a written statement. shortly after phlebitis surgery Brown, D-San Francisco.
Brown spoke yesterday to James medical school or help with the funding
The physicians said they hoped to Tuesday.
Ron Ziegler, Nixon’s former press Walsh’s History 185 class on a number of a child care center."
pinpoint soon the cause of the
Brown predicted that at least one San
decreased hemoglobin level, which was secretary and now his chief aide, said of factors affecting next week’s election
Jose area incumbent will be defeated in
Wednesday that the 61 -year -old and political affairs in general.
detected yesterday morning.
Brown gained national attention at Tuesday’s election.
Nixon remained in critical condition president almost died from the
"Clark Bradley has totally slipped
the 1972 Democratic Convention when
bleeding.
for a third day, though his vital signs
he made an impassioned speech to the into darkness," said Brown. "He still
convention asking that George thinks people’s personal habits should
California be regulated, and people stopped
entire
McGovern’s
thinking that way for many years."
delegation be seated.
State Sen. Bradley, R -San Jose, is
He said that there are three major
More than 1,100 SJSU students had cast their votes on the four controversial advantages an incumbent has in any opposing Saratoga Mayor Jerry Smith
in the 12th District, which includes the
issues on the ballot during a two-day referendum sponsored by the A.S. as of 2:15 election.
First, said Brown, the incumbent has SJSU campus area.
p.m. yesterday.
Brown said at least 50 per cent of a
Out of a potential 26,000 voters at SJSU, 1,152 had voted on the measures con- access to the news media on every
cerning the 80-20 policy, the economics department controversy, alleged ad- subject affecting his constituency, new candidate’s resources should go to
ministration interference with A.S. financial matters, and integration of the birth "whether it’s something he has a registering new voters and gettipg
statutory interest in or merely has an them to the polls on Election Day.
Assemblyman
control clinic into student Health Services by mid-afternoon.
"Old voters tend to vote for old office
A.S. officials predicted a turn-out of 1,500 voters for the referenduin. The polls opinion on.
"The elected official is a man of holders," said Brown. "New voters human being," said Brown.
closed at 7:30 p.m. yesterday.
Some politicians, said Brown, are
The interim 80-20 policy, put into effect last spring by SJSU President John H. substance; a newsmaker," said Brown, tend to vote for new faces."
Brown said candidates who possess a capable of applying that charm.
Bunzel, requires 80 per cent of the faculty to be tenured or in line for tenure while who was first elected to the state
"I have had dinner at the governor’s
talent for meeting people in person
assembly in 1964.
20 per cent remain temporaries.
The incumbent can also com- have an advantage over those who mansion," said Brown, "and Gov.
The ballot measure dealing with the Economic Department was the result of
Reagan comes on so charming that I
Bunzel’s decision earlier this semester to take away all decision-making authority municate with his constituency on a cannot.
"Eighty per cent of the people you had to remember what a rotten son of a
regular basis, said Brown.
regarding personnel matters, due to alleged conflicts within the department.
"By means of newsletters and other contact in person will, if given the bitch he is."
The controversy over administration interference in A.S. fiscal matters arose
It is a great help to a candidate, said
last spring when Bunzel refused to sign the 1974-75 A.S. budget until money was direct contact conducted at public opportunity, vote for you no matter
expense," said Brown, "the constituent what your philosophy is," Brown said. Brown, to have one constituency solidly
made available for athletic grants-in-aid.
"It’s awfully hard to hate Nixon when behind him.
A cut in state funds last spring resulted in the campus birth control clinic being receives a constant flow of inBrown said his constituency includes
you’re shaking his hand; he becomes a
formation."
incorporated into Health Services, despite negative student reaction.
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A.S. general fund
out of Fall money

Spartan Shops could owe state
$50,000 from Dining Commons

Spring ’75 reg
scheduled for

November 4-20

Nixon may still be
bleeding internally

an academic senator, and professor of
civil engineering.
Sicular said it doesn’t make a difference either way. The current appointment policy will have as much
effect as a new policy, Sicular continued.
"Those people who are temporary
won’t have a better chance," Sicular
said.

stationary and doing inventory work for
Josephy Magnin.
Three of the 12 football games are
held here. If they can’t raise the $1,200
they need for the trip to Hawaii, they
said they will use it to go to another
game.
Council granted $64.96, the last of the
funds to the India Association toward a
cultural program.
The Special Allocations Committee
rejected the group’s request for $1,750.
Roberts, A.S. attorney general,
requested $800 for his salary and
operational expenses.
Both the council and Special
Allocations Committee denied Roberts
a budget of $800 which would have included a $100 a month salary for
himself and operational expenses.
The expenses include office supplies,
letterhead
cards,
business
memorandum, brochures, newsletters,
questionaires and pamphlets, said
Roberts.
Roberts said he wanted to offer his
office as a legal information center.
A.S. President John Rico, noting that
his statement had no reflection on
Roberts, said he felt the office should be
eliminated and all the legal services
Roberts has recommended are offered
elsewhere on campus.
The council told Roberts he had
access to A.S. stationary and
secretaries as well as the use of the
dean of students office.
Roberts said he did not want to use
the dean’s office because he didn’t want
to let the administration know about
"certain things."
Rich "Bear" Owens pointed out that
the A.S. Constitution did not state the
attorney general was to be paid.
Others said neither attorney generals
or councilmembers have ever been
paid.
Mike Switzer, councilmember, said
the attorney general’s office doesn’t
"have that much to do." However, he
said he appreciated Robert’s efforts to
"make something of the office."
Council member Sheryl Petersen,
suggested that Roberts bring to council
a proposal to constitutionally change
his role as attorney general.

Incumbents have advantage

1 ,1 52 students cast votes

4
Janet Ealy

Willie Brown
the Black community, the artistic
community, the media, the "freaks,"
those seeking self-determination, and
"some conservative Republicans who
see me as a projection of the plantation
mentality."
This, he said, adds up to about 80 per
cent of the voters in his district.
Therefore, Brown said, he does not
have to campaign and "My entire
campaign cost 8192.50the filing fee."
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Editorial

Reject IBM in reserve area
The San Jose City Council must make a crucial
decision soon. The dilemma:
IBM wants to construct a 20,000-employe "think
tank" in the Coyote Valleya scheme that would
increase the industrial tax base of the city. A definite
temptationbut on the other hand:
The Coyote area was designated part of the city’s
Urban Reserve Plan in 1970. The plan is designed to
prohibit, or at least forestall, development in open
space areasand this is one of the last open space
areas left in the city.
So which "hand" do you take?
The IBM proposal sounds promising in many ways.
It offers a nice, tidy increase in the city’s industrial
tax base while simultaneously assuring the city it will
build the programming center on a 300-acre site,
leaving 900 of its 1,200 acres as open space.
But even with IBM’s promise to build on only onefourth of the open space land, environmentalists are
screaming it’s the beginning of the end.
They maintain that once the city abandons its Urban
Reserve Plan in one case, it will continue to do so
again and again until the original 1,200 acres is
whittled down to 0 acres.
So what will the city do? All sources indicate that
this city is one not to bite the "hand" that feeds it. In
other words, San Jose will undoubtedly opt for IBM
and to hell with open space.
We say, to hell with IBM.
If San Jose allows IBM to build in the Coyote
Valleyin violation of its own policythe pressure
will mount for additional development in the area.
Developers like Oceanic California Inc., which want
to build subdivisions and apartment complexes in the
valley, are waiting in the wings.
If San Jose okays the IBM project, they will pounce.
They will point out the contradiction of the council’s
allowing a huge corporation to build in violation of city

policyyet refusing to allow the construction of
houses for the working people.
Persons working at the d"think tank" will want to
live near workfor "convenience sake."
If the city allows IBM to build, it will have provided
sewer lines and electricity. Other city services may
also be demanded. Perhaps the road leading to the
plant will need widening. All of these "improvements"
would strengthen the argument of the developers and
continued violation of city policy.
The amount of growth and type of growth San Jose
will experience in the future is a key issue facing its
citizens.
Permitting IBM to build in the Coyote Valley would
in fact determine the city’s future. The southward
push ( up to the limits of Morgan Hill) would be
inevitable in the wake of IBM’s development.
City council may allow IBM to build, but promise to
prohibit further development for X number of years.
But how would they be held to this? City council
members come and go. They also have been known to
change their minds.
The pressure for additional development would be
great. The council members’ integrity would be under
fire, so much so they might bend to pressure and
reverse their stand.
The IBM proposal has been called a "deal you can’t
refuse." If the city council agrees and okays the
"think tank" with a prohibition on further growth it
would simply be deferring the questiona question
that must be faced now.
It shouldn’t surprise many that the hearing is
scheduled for Nov. 12one week after the election.
It should also not surprise many that the hearing
will undoubtedly be a mere formalitythat IBM will
come in with Oceanic on its coattails and good-bye
open space.
We’d rather IBM were given a bon voyage party.
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Radicals lack attentive listeners
0,6^,e;",0-..9^ 4-

The apathy of the political scene
has caused some small audience
problems for candidates running
for office but it must be a real
problem for the community
radicals trying to drum up a crowd
to talk to.
It’s getting to a point where the
radicals will talk to almost any
crowd regardless of the occasion or
the purpose of the gathering.
A good case in point is Tuesday’s
Houston Flournoy political speech
on Seventh Street.
Flournoy was late, like most
politicians on the campaign trail.
Unfortunately, between the time
the speech was scheduled to begin
and the actual time Flournoy
began, an old school radical with a
portable bullhorn and the army
surplus coat gave an impromptu
speech on the ills of American
society.
It seemed quite obvious that the
interests of the crowd and that of

,0,44",

the speaker didn’t have very much
common ground. There were
catcalls and yawns while the
speaker droned on and on.
After 10 minutes of the same old
’60s radical rhetoric and the inspirational demands for action,
they changed speakers.
A new face, a different body, a
different voice and yet the words
sounded exactly the same.
The new speaker finished one
part of her speech and received
some scattered applause on the
otherside of the crowd.
She quickly walked over the
otherside and started the flipside of
the old broken record.
Both speakers spoke of the latest
United States "depression" and
how the unemployment was about
to crumble the government of the
United States. Ho hum.. .what else
is new?
I don’t mind listening to a speech
if I want to hear what the speaker

Marvin Kasai:foto
Copy Editor

has to say.
I also believe in freedom of
speech where a person has the
right to say pretty much anything
he or she wants to say.
But I do mind when I have to be
subjected to something I don’t
want to hear, I don’t like to hear, or
I don’t believe in, especially when I
am more or less a captive
audience. I found a good seat for
the Flournoy speech and I wasn’t
about to give it up to anybody.
Maybe I sound closed-minded
but after hearing the same old
words over and over again, you get
tired of it.
Most of the waiting people
wanted to hear a bourgeoisie
politician trying to be elected to a
capitalistic position of power so
that he could rule the proletariat.
That has to be scratching the
barrel for a radical trying to find
an audience.
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Fire hazards, traffic rush problems
still need solutions in San Jose
Editor
There’s a tremendous lot to be
done in San Jose) and the
following just scratches the surface:
The recent fire at the Mayfair
packing plant could easily have
been a major disaster with dozens
of lives lost and-or people injured.
Police and fire departments,
generally, did their usual, fine job
but should have cleared Mayfair
employes, spectators etc., back at
least 100 yards from the scene. A
1,000 gallon tanker of diesel fuel
could have blown as people
crowded into the plant’s yard and
also just over the fence at the
adjacent golf course.
One city department makes a
big to-do re sprinklers in older

buildings and so-called "dangerous
building" ordinances have been a
subject for several years.
In the meantime, redevelopment
property sprouts heavy weed
growth as do other vacant lots in
downtownall prime fire hazards.
Take a good look at the enclosedwood fencedebris and
weed-infested lot between the old
Bank of America building and the
Elizabethan Inn on Fountain
Alley...it’s a dilly.
During evening traffic rush in
downtown, take a good, long look at
Santa
Clara
and
Market
Streets: First and Santa Clara
streets; Second and Santa Clara
streets and some other intersections.
In years past, with a far smaller

police department, fewer cars on
the
streetsandsupposedly
fewer people, this city placed a
police officer at some of these key
intersectionsespecially
where
nearby construction projects really
tie up the streets, on occasion.
Vehicles (including some, few
County Transit buses) jump red
lights, pedestrians are "near’missed" and young people in
souped -up autos literally tear
around these corners, jump lights,
laugh about it and "give
pedestrians" the "old finger" if
any are bold enough to say
anything to the motorists.
Henry M. Plymire
SJSU Class of 1950

Prof says patrol car ’trashing’
prompts legislative ’punishment’
Editor:
Your Oct. 22 front page report
with a photo of a "trashed"
campus patrol car, gives me a sick
feeling that we’re being dragged
down a road where I’ve been
before. My professorial pay lags
because of payroll punishment
following the 1970 "trashing,"
which I recall was even less than
this recent event.
The innocent members of my
family suffer with me in this
legislated paycheck punishment. Is
this what students want? What
other consequences can they expect when the Spartan Daily photo
is shown in Sacramento? We will
likely have more campus police
and at increased pay!

What genius dreamed up,
designed and triggered this event
to occur two weeks before a major
election? Has somebody been
exploited and manipulated to
perform an act which in this postWatergate era will have succeeded
for some special interests by increasing hatred instead of understanding? Who stands to gain
from this event?
Trashing in 1970 was deemed by
the trustees io demonstrate
deficiencies in my teaching and
that of my fellows. Maybe it does,
but what does the front office want
me to do? Am I supposed to jawbone my classes about this? I
firmly believe none of my students
were involved.

Coordinator corrects
Women’s Studies story
Editor:
Let me correct a few inaccuracies in your article on
Women’s Studies which appeared
in your Oct. 24 edition of the
Spartan Daily:
Women’s Studies is not a
department, but a program; I am
not the chairwoman but the
coordinator.
An emphasis in Women’s
Studies is available to students
majoring in American Studies,
Liberal Studies or Social Science.
In addition, a 15-unit interdisciplinary minor is available
to all students. Finally, on the
graduate level, students may
concentrate on Women’s Studies

within the M.A. program in Social
Sciences.
The upper division "Women
in Media" course is open to all
students.
The purpose of the "Seminar
in Career Alternatives" is to place
students with a feminist (not
feminine) perspective in industry,
government or various local
welfare agencies. Those interested
in analyzing the difference between a feminist and feminine
perspective might take our introductory course, Social Science
101, "The Study of Women."
Thank you for correcting these
errors.
Dr. Sybil Weir, Coordinator
Women’s Studies

Of course none of my students
joined the 1970 "trashing" either,
but obviously this did not exempt
me or my family from becoming
the victims of action by legislators
who are still in office and running
for re-election.
If there are answers, I was and
am listening.
Dr. Richard S. Mitchell
Instructional Technology

Bus rider asks
SJSU to hold
weekday shows
Editor:
There are many elderly people,
including myself, who depend on
bus transportation.
The Santa Clara transportation
system offers none on weekends to
communities such as Los Gatos
consequently, we are deprived of
seeing stage plays and films.
Last Sunday, anxious to see the
Charm
of
the
"Discreet
Bougeoisie" it was not difficult to:
hitchhike to San Jose in the.
daytime.
But to return, I waited over an
hour before a kind young couple
from Campbell, was considerate
indeed to bring me home.
Why, I plead, could not there be
given a weekday matinee for the
Social Awareness Series and stage
plays?
Santa Clara University does give
such matinees.
Frank Smith
Los Gatos
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Eight important state propositions explained
Proposition 4

Proposition 5

Regents, University of
California, Legislative
Constitutional Amendment:
This proposition revises
the make-up of the U.C.
regents. It reduces the term
of office for those appointed
by the governor and
establishes a new procedure
for their selection.
Currently, the governor
may appoint 16 regents. This
amendment would allow the
governor to appoint 18 with
senate approval.
There are also currently
eight ex-officio regents; this
Residence
of
Local
Employes,
Government
Constitutional
Legislative
Amendment:
This proposition provides
that a city or county, or any
chartered city or county or
public district, may not
require its employes to be
residents of such a city,
county or district. The
employes may be required to
live within a reasonable and
specific distance of their
place of employment.
Current law prohibits
cities, counties and districts
from requiring their employes live with the bow-Idaries. Chartered cities,
however, are exempt from
this law and may require
their employes to be
residents.
Prop. 5 would prohibit
local government from

Editor’s note: The Spartan Daily has chosen to cover
only eight of the 17 propositions on Tuesday’s ballot
because of limited space and resources.
The decision to explore the eight belo% is based on
%hat the Spartan Daily considers to be most pertinent
to SJSU students.

amendment would reduce
hat number to seven.
The regents would be able
to appoint two extra regents,
as they see fit. One regent
would have to be a faculty
member "of an institution of
higher education" ( not
necessarily U.C. ). The other

would be a U.C. student.
The proposition deletes
two ex-officio members: the
President of the State Board
of Agriculture and the
President of the Mechanics
Institute of San Francisco.
The Vice-President of the
U.C. Alumni Association

would be added.
The other six ex-officio
members would remain.
They include the governor,
the lieutenant governor, the
speaker of the assembly, the
superintendent of public
instruction,
and
the
president of the U.C. Alumni
Association.
The term for those
governor appointees would
be reduced from 16 to 12
years.
Finally the governor would
have a 12-member advisory

Finally, Prop 5 would
prevent the Legislature from
changing this provision.
PRO: The argument in
favor of Prop. 5 states the
amendment will clear up the
between
inequities
California’s eight chartered
cities and the remaining
general law cities and
counties by putting those
eight cities on the same
leverage as the rest of the
state.
CON: The The argument
against Prop. 5 says it is
anti-home rule. It claims
those who benefit from the
salaries paid them should
also bear the tax burdens.
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Proposition may eliminate employe residency requirement

Proposition 10

of certain crimes, This loss continues throughout life, after
the sentence has been completed.
This amendment would allow the Legislature to pass laws
which would deny the right to vote to persons while they are
in prison or on parole. However, the right to vote would be
restored after the sentence and-or parole is completed.
PRO: The argument in favor of Prop. 10 claims the right to
vote is a fundamental right; that many California counties
have already restored this right to ex-felons. However, what

Proposition 11

Miscellaneous Language
Changes Regarding Gender,
Constitutional
Legislative
Amendment:
This proposition would
change the wording in the
California Constitution in
certain places from "he,"
"his" and other such

masculine terms to the
neutral "person," etc.
One such example would
be changing "workmen’s
compensation" to "worker’s
compensations".
Other
changes include changing
Congressman"
to
"representative
in

Congress," "Assemblyman"
of
the
"members
to
Assembly," and "Chairman" to "presiding officer."

State College System,
Constitutional
Legislative
Amendment:
This proposition would
increase the number of
trustees on the California
and
University
State

Colleges (CSUCI governing
board from 21 to 22, the
additional trustee being the
President pro tempore of the
State Senate.
PRO: The argument in
favor of Prop. 14 states the

Low
Rent
Housing,
Legislative
Constitutional
Amendment:
This proposition would
repeal that portion of the
California Constitution now
prohibiting any city, town or
county from constructing
low rent housing until a
majority of the voters approve it.
Low rent housing is
defined as a project that is
government -aided and
composed of apartments or
other living quarters for
persons or families who do
not have enough income to
live in decent, safe, unsanitary
crowded
and
homes, according to A. Alan

Post, legislative analyst.
PRO: The argument in
favor of Prop. 15 claims the
election requirement is
obsolete, having been on the
books since 1950. No other
states currently have this
requirement, the pro side
states.
The federal government
currently pays up to 90 per
cent of the cost of public
housing, even though local
control and approval have
been required by federal law
since 1937.
The pro side claims the
cost of a special election and
the resulting delay have
seriously interfered with
local government’s ability to

Propostion 15

Proposition 16

Proposition 17

Student Tuition, University of California, Legislative
Constitutional Amendment:
This proposition adds to the California Constitution the
provision for the state legislature to determine tuition for
University of California (UC) studentswhether or not it will
be charged, and the specific amount.
Currently, the regents of the University of California
determine the necessity and amount of tuition.
The proposition does not affect fees for non-instructional
services, which the regents would still have control over.
If the legislature decided to charge more than the regents

Wild and Senic Rivers
Initiative:
This proposition amends
the Public Resources Code to
include two portions of the
Stanislaus River in the
California Wild and Scenic
Rivers System.
One portion would be in the
Sierra Nevada foothills from
Camp Nine to Parrott’s
Ferry; the second would be
in the San Joaquin Valley
from Goodwin Dam to the
San Joaquin River. The river
itself is located south and
east of Stockton.
The proposition would
prohibit the construction of
dams, or other flood control
devices on these two portions
of the river by state and local
private
governments,
persons and corporations
except for flood control
purposes.

PRO: The argument in
favor of Prop. 4 states the
amendment preserves the
the
independence
of
universities, while providing
necessary changes.
CON:
The argument
against Prop. 4 questions the
necessity of a second alumni
representative, claims the
representation of the Board
of Agriculture is justified,
and that faculty and student
regents are unwarranted as
they might not have the
necessary experience and
expertise.

requiring its employes to live
a
reasonable
within
distance.

Right to Vote, Legislative Constitutional Amendment:
This proposition would eliminate provisions disqualifying
from the right to vote those convicted of an infamous crime,
embezzlement or misappropriations of public money. The
amendment would provide for the disqualification of those
persons while they are mentally incompetent, imprisoned or
on parole for the conviction of a felony.
The California Constitution currently requires the
Legislature to deny the right to vote to individuals convicted

Proposition 14

board to consult on appointments.
There will be a slight increase in fiscal costs, due to
the fee a regent receives
when
he -she
attends
meetings away from home,
travel costs and meals. The
increase would be for the one
to three additional regents.
The amendment also adds
the provision that regents
shall be able persons
reflecting the economic,
cultural and social diversity
of the state, including ethnic
minorities and women.

In the event of necessary
flood control, the device
would be allowed only to
protect lives and property
for flood control purposes for
short periods of times.
The proposition, however,
does not affect the federal
government. At this time,
the federal government is
planning to build the New
Melones darn and reservoir,
which would cover a portion
of the river between Camp
Nine and Parrott’s Ferry,
proposed for protection on
the initiative.
An indication by the state’s
voters that they want the
river preserved, while it
would not affect federal
authority, may have a
bearing on the federal
government’s decision.
This initiative may be
amended by the Legislature

PRO: The argument in
favor of Prop. 11 states the
amendment recognizes both
men and women as having
an equal opportunity to
participate in the political
process.

applies in one county may not apply in another.
The claim is also made that the ex-felon has already paid
his debt to society and should not continue to be punished.
The denial of voting rights also deters the ex-felon’s reentry into society, the pro side states.
CON: The argument against Prop. 10 states the denial of
voting rights to convicted felons is a deep-rooted tradition in
the United States. A vote against the amendment would
strengthen the respect for the law, it claims.
against Prop. 11 states the
would
aramendment
tificially change word usage
to satisfy those who believe
the use of the masculine
gender discriminates
against women.

usage is normal in the
English language and in
society.

argument

The con side claims such

To change the wording
would not be to change the
minds of those who do
discriminate, the opposition
states.

inclusion of the President
pro tempore of the Senate to
provide for adequate and
appropriate legislative
representation. It would
balance out the executive
representation
of
the

governor and heutenent
governor.
The argument
CON:
against Prop. 14 states the
the
between
balance
executive and legislative
branches already exists in

that the speaker of the
Assembly, the presiding
officer of that body, is offset
by the lieutenent governor,
the presiding officer of the
Senate. To add the President
pro tempore of the Senate

would be to tilt the balance
that now exists.
The addition of another
elected official would further
inject political influence into
the board the opposition
claims.

meet local needs.
Among the amendment’s
provisions, according to the
proponents, are: federal
money would be under local
control for the construction
of low rent housing; costly
elections
would
be
eliminated; it would return
to local leaders the provision
of meeting community
housing needs; create more
jobs in the construction
industry; and provide individuals with safe and
decent housing.
CON:
The argurnent
against Prop. 15 claims the
voters would lose their
constitutional control over
local development and

taxation.
The community must
contract with the federal
government to provide the
necessary services when
such a project is approved.
This, the opposition claims,
creates higher property
taxes, sales taxes and other
local taxes to offset the cost
of these services. The
government payments are
not enough, the opposition
claims.
The opposition states low
rent housing projects have
had the full endorsement of
local residents; approval of
the amendment would make
further local endorsements
impossible.

Where
Governor
is
referred to as "he," the
amendment repeats the
word, "Governor."

CON:

The

currently do, the revenue for the UC system would go up. If
the legislature decided on a lower tuition, the revenue would
go down. In either case, adjustments would be made at the
state level, cutting or adding state monies where applicable.
PRO: Proponents of Prop. 16 say the transfer of authority
to the legislature for levying tuition would make the UC
system consistent with the CSUC and community college
systems, for which the legislature now determines tuition.
The pro side claims tuition is a form of taxation and a
matter of public policy. As such, tuition should be resolved by

as it sees fit by two-thirds
vote.
PRO: The proponents of
Prop. 17 claim the dam the
Army Corps of Engineers
wants to build is Soo big; that
the Corps has freely admitted a smaller dam less
than one-fifth the size would
serve the purpose.
The proposition,
the
proponents add, allows for
smaller dams.
A dam as large as the one
proposed is not necessary to
store irrigation water.
The argument
CON:
against Prop. 17 claims the
nine-mile portion of the river
is not wild, but controlled by
two up-stream dams.
The opposition also claims
that only 5 per cent of class
IV whitewater, of which
California already has 250
miles worth will be retained.

I

Paul RIgrnalden

Mayfair housing project
Major public policy, the pro side concludes, should be
made by elected representatives thus giving the voters some
control.
CON: The opposition to Prop. 16 claims tuition is voluntary, since students are not forced to attend the university.
Taxes, it continues, are a compelled payment. Therefore,
the voluntary tuition payment is not taxation and should not
be controlled by the legislature.
The opposition states it believes the shift of authority to the
legislature will enable that body to abolish tuition and pass
the cost on to the taxpayers.
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Defeat of Prop. 17 may threaten Stanislaus
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MODERNE DRUG CO.
Open Till Midnight Every Day 01 The Year

998-8800
50 E. SANTA CLARA
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Ex-convict’s play gives
harsh view of prison life

Programs
on dancing
next week

Anthony 0 Campagna

4-8

1

849W.San Carlos

The San Jose Dance
Theatre will present two
performances of ’’What Is
Dance?", a free lecture
demonstration on Ballet, at
10 a.m., Nov. 7 and 8, in the
San Jose Civic Auditorium.
The programs, demonstrating dance as a basic
of
means
and
form
comand
movement
munication, are geared to
student groups in Santa
Clara County between the
kindergarten and college
levels.

George Harrison

Harrison headlines
star-studd ed concert

Sponsored by the San Jose
Dance Theatre, with the aid
of a 1974 Cultural Grant from
-ANGEL & BADMAN"
00
ALMADEN "TINOS, WARRIOR
the City of San Jose,
TWIN plus CHAP. 7- "MIND DISC MAN FROM MARS ’ H ATSS 1
III 1111
reservations can be made
IS
SAM MI
GOAT
By Alfred J. Bru
)weekdays, except Tuesdays,
PROM
12,41
GEORGE HARRISON is
from 8 a.m, to noon by
NOW
AND"SIERPICO"
COMING TO San Francisco
calling 378-0954.
next week for his first Bay
Area concert appearance
partait hails - since
he performed with the
THE ENTIRE MONTH OF NOVEMBER WILL BE
Serving the San Jose State
Beatles in 1966 at CanDEVOTED TO THE SHOWING OF THESE UNIQUE FILMS
University Community
dlestick Park.
’ SAVE THIS CALENDAR FOR CONVENIENCE
Since 1934
NOV. 1 thru 4
NOV. 5 1hrn 7
Harrison is slated to apSecond class postage paid at San
EIS MA IAN
pear on Wednesday and
"6114 Still !IR plus
Jose.
California
Member
of
OM RIG 912 lea
California
Newspaper Publishers
"PAP SWOP(
Thursday evenings at the
THE TWO OF US"
Association and the Associated
Cow Palace, and on Friday
Press Published daily by San Jose
Noy. 12 thrio 14
ALMADEN
NOV. I thru 11
State University, except Saturday.
for two shows at 6 and 10
Sunday and Monday. during the
WI AITSIIIIIS OF
SIVE Of SLICE
p.m.
at the Oakland
college year The opinions expressed
IliPit
Lei
DM ORGANISM A NASH
plus "2"
herein
1.1
are not necessarily those of
CCU.’ Nil
Coliseum.
the Associated Students, the College
III lll1
Noy. 19 thru 21
Common talk has the four
Administration or the Department
of Journalism and Advertising
St SOE110/1 Al!
shows already sold out which
as
CORMS
Subscriptions accepted only On a
1I5 1111
how)
remainder of semester basis Full
is not so. Tickets for $9.50
"LONG AGO TOMORROW
academic year. 59 each Semester,
(Cow Palace) and $7.50, $8.50
ICI 11 ttou 30
54 50 Off campus price per copy, 10
cents Phone 277 3151 Advertising
$9.50
( Oakland
I CE110 RAN NAN
and
’GOING PLACES
MI PC S CADA
277 3171 Press of Erich Printing.’
Coliseum) are still available
110S111
San Jose
plus "MORE
at all Ticketron outlets.
The concert will open with
the premier Indian sitarist
RAVI SHANKAR conducting
a troupe of 15 musicians
from his homeland through
from the
various ragas.
Harrison will be backed by
an impressive eight-piece
band that includes recording
star BILLY PRESTON on
keyboards, JIM HORN,
Come in and try our delicious Mexica,,
CHUCK FINDLEY and TOM
food in a tidy atmosphere. We back
SCOTT on horns, the hot
every bite. Our service is clean, quick,
rhythm section of ANDY
and friendly. We are open for breakfast,
NEWMARK on drums and
lunch, and dinner on Mon-Thurs. 7a.m.
WILLIE WEEKS on bass,
9p.m. Fri -Sat 7 am,- 12p.m. And
ROBBEN FORD on guitar
Sun, 9am. 9pm Come try us!
and EMIL RICHARDS on
various percussion
inLa PlazIta
struments.
998-9199
Several reasons may
contribute as to why the
89 E. San Fernando (between 2nd & 3rd Its.)
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SPECIAL KIDS SHOW TODAY

12 NOON to 6 prn

’DEATH WISH

CINEMA 5 FILM FESTIVAL

SPECIAL

LA PLAZITA.
MEXICAN RESTAURANT

M MINIMUM

ROUND THE CORNER WEEKLY SCHEDULE
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ticket prices are scaled so
high. Promoter Bill Graham
must contend with several
technicalities in attending
for the entire Harrison entourage.
Such technicalities include
supplying Shankar and
friends with a special kitchen van with its own
personal chef and serving
facilities.
Other details: potted
and
recreation
plants
equipment for the dressing
rooms, coordinating and
providing the transportation
for the artists and their tons
of equipment from Vancouver to San Francisco to
New York.
NIGHTLIFE: The spaced
out jazz sounds of the
MAHAVISHNU ORCHESTRA, spearheaded by
JOHN MCLAUGHLIN will
top the bill tonight at Winterland, San Francisco.
The ELECTRIC FLAG has
original
regrouped
its
IMIKE
members
BLOOMFIELD, BUDDY
MILES,
NICK
GRAVENITES,
and
BARRY GOLDBERG) and
will share the bill as will
THE NEW GRAPE which
was formerly known as
MOBY GRAGE.
The show will repeat
tomorrow but will feature
the ELECTRIC FLAG as the
headliners
while
the
Mahavishnu Orchestra
receives second-billing.

THURSDAY: FAMILY NIGHT: 5 P.M.
till closing Free soft drinks with any
large pizza

444 EAST WILLIAMS--SAN JOSE,
1111
ugh
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to 12

FRIDAY: GAME NIGHT & TGIF:
3 P.M. to 9 P.M.
Each large pizza order qualifies purchaser
for Foosball Tournament to be held the
following Friday. Grand Prize 125.00
SATURDAY: VICTORY NIGHT:
Win or Lose! All Sports From the final
gun or whistle till closingTwo (2) Drought
beers for 50’ I.D. will be required
SUNDAY:
8 Oz. Draught Beer: All day and night for
25’ and all the Spaghetti and Garlic Bread
you can eat 11.50

M In M 1111 1111

A Seymour Horde &
Release

Asso.

80 E. SAN FERNANDO
292 040’ MON SAT 0-6

TIRES
PARKING
TUNE-UP
BATTERIES
All Major Credit Cards Accepted
78 S. 4th Close to SJSU Library

DISCOUNT ON SERVICE
AND REPAIRS ON ALL
FOREIGN IL DOMESTIC MODELS
Also

NEW FIATS
I00%

Financing Available
(leasing)

375 SO. MARKET ST, 286-6500
PRESENT STUDENT BODY CARD FOR DISCOUNT
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ralaiLA1-ge Gamble
ra./LiztLJ-"HARRY&TONTO"

rerit4ram Trankenstein

cARROLL
Laugh
until it hurts

QS.
O’CONNOR BORGNINE
LAW AND DISORDER
"THE LAST DETAIL"

Ad/ kali
HOCKEY

FLESW4
Silli BD

YOU ASKED FOR IT AND
NOW YOU’VE GOT IT!!!!
STUDENT NIGHT AT THE

AN OUTRAGEOUS PARODY OF
YESTERYEARS’ SUPER HEROES’

CALIFORNIA GOLDEN SEALS
AT THE PRICES YOU WANTED!!!!
? STUDENT NIGHT AT THE SEALS
?

Seals vs. Detroit Red Wings
Friday,

ill!;itc Or

it)

161, 1919

--2 for the price of 1 -on

ISP fi:ff

NOW SHOWING
9/19941

721.1.1

ALHAMBRA

GOLDEN GATE

COLISEUM

91999, Al L.1091

Cl0.11-90 At 9.

co -hit
"SUPERMAN CHU"

.01,4
P:Alamnpsiu " FEARLESS
IRE KILLERS

*ream Marone.
%Nod & Sat I., 5
Son III hale

SI.50

all $6.50 and $5.C10

seats

(subject to ticket availabi)ity)

775 9614
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STAR MOTOR IMPORTS

:

Phone 293-8303 I
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Ouch ley Proadriu

FLOCKED VELVET
POSTERS @2.50
INDIAN JEWELERY
AND TAPESTRIES,
PATCHES PIPES
PAPERS CANDLES
DESIGN T SHIRTS,
BLACK LIGHTS
STROBE LIGHTS,
BLACK LIGHT
POSTERS @1.50
BRUCE LEE
POSERS
AND !RON ONS

READY FOR
WINTER?

SINCE 1936

Music, art
Black play
in San Jose

A Faculty Trio Recital will
highlight tonight’s Music
Department concert at 8:15
in the SJSU Concert Hall.
Featured instrumentalists
will be Lauren Jakey, violin;
John Delevoryas, piano; and
Donald Homuth, cello.
Tickets are $2 in advance,
Admission is free.
$2.50 at the door.
AA IA 4,
"Purlie Victorious" is
JAPANESE ADULT FILMS being presented by the Black
Theater Workshop at 8
tonight and tomorrow in the
Drama Building’s Studio
Theater.
Tickets are $1 for students
and $2 for general admission.
"ILLUSION
II
OF BLOOD"
Bay Area artist Sonya
With
Rapoport is exhibiting nine
Tatsuya Nakadai
acrylic paintings and 10
A Japanese ghost drama
drawings through Nov. 30 in
Plus
"WONDERFUL
the San Jose Museum of Art.
APPLE POLISHER"
The artist, in her exhibit
ou F r r
‘it.100 Silt’
entitled "Geological Survey
to
Charts,"
attempts
THEATRE
capture the feelings she
.l66 5u, r ,.! Si s.i0
finds hidden in the land
1.rint9
6308
survey charts.

The play will then be taken
to San Francisco and
Sacramento in this collegecircuit tour.

ANTI FREEZE

r

P.M. Friday and Saturday 11A.M. to 2 P.M.

CA.

SILVA

CAMERA ONE

WEEKLY LUNCH: 11-2: Monday thru Friday--Free Drink with any Deluxe Grinder Sandwich
or Large Pizzo. Drought Beer 40’ a glass
Arcade games, Cable color TV, and always Free peanuts and popcorn.
HOURS: Sunday thru Thrusday It A.M.

at the junction of wanting to
further the cause of his black
counterparts, or backing off
to insure a quick and easy
release for himself.
Rumors of an escape plot
on death row grow into a
mass interrogation, involving an
effeminate
resident psychologist, who
expects normalcy from the
prisoners.
The final pressures kill
Jones, but he has actually
fullfilled
his
black
awareness, at whatever the
cost.
Playwright Ken Whelan,
an ex-con who spent 15 years
in San Quentin said he hopes
to make everyone who sees
the play realize the tedious
circle of both violence and
identity in prison.
One more performance of
"The Ballad of Dangerous
George" is scheduled for
7:30 p.m. Sunday in the S. U.
Ballroom. Tickets are $1 for
students and $2 for general
admission.

An all Latin show is
scheduled for Tuesday night
at Winterland and will
feature JOSE "CHEPITO"
and
DAKILA
AREAS,
MINGO.

Pvt., Incl....4,11m

MONDAY SPORTS NIGHT: 6 P.M.
till closing Spaghetti and Garlic Bread
All you can eat-11.50
Draught Beer 40’ During Came Only
TUESDAY: GREEK NIGHT: 4 P.M.
till closing Draught Beer 40 a glass
Pitcher of Beer $1.00
WEDNESDAY: FACULTY NIGHT:
3 P.M. till 9 P.M.
Beer $1.00 o pitcher Draught 40’
a glass

By Dian Sherman
A defeatist look at the
anatomy of the structured
prison system and how it
affects whose who serve
within, was brought to light
Tuesday night in the S.U.
Ballroom, via the play, "The
Dangerous
of
Ballad
George."
Although the turnout for
the play was sparse, it didn’t
hinder the quality performances of the cast made
up of both professional actors and former inmates.
Throughout the play the
theme of fruitless struggle
for identification and survival was shown through the
character of black inmate
George T. Jones.
Jones killed
The bloodied corpse of
Jones was seen lying on a
table in prison yard No. 4, in
the opening flashback scene.
Loud speakers from the
gray -walled prison blared
out the message that the
body was being displayed to
discourage further outbreak
attempts.
Jones,
Protagonist
through a bad stroke of luck,
was back in prison to serve a
six-month sentence for
parole violation. (He had
been in prison before.)
In the course of the play,
however, he winds up being
killed in an escape attempt.
Realistic acting
The acting was real and
human.
embarrasingly,
Varied facets of human
behaviors were shown in the
convicts. Zeig, the Nazi sympathizer; "Hillbilly"
Herman; the non-violent
Hilly; Bootnose, Abdul
Jainal, the black muslim
pusher and Jason Smith.
The character of Jason
Smith, who is called "Shitty
Smitty" by the prison
gives
a
congregation,
comedic, yet pitiful release
of audience involvement in
the totally violent play.
George T. Jones is caught

also HOXIE, Oakland, UNITED ARTIST, Bntkeley

III

Discount good only upon presentation
of this coupon at Seal’s ticket office.
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Booters battle Cal for WCIC crown
By Mike Law%
The excitement of the
iampionship game returns
Spartan
Stadium
morrow night as the SJSU
ccer team, ranked No. 7 in
Le nation, hosts the
niversity of California in a
est Coast Intercollegiate
mference I WCIC) game at
p.m.
SJSU sits atop the WCIC
ith a perfect 3-0 mark and
x points, while the Bears
.e close behind in second,
virtue of a 2-0 record and
ur points.
If the Spartans beat Cal as
ey are expected to, they
ill clinch a tie for the WCIC
tie. No team can finish
ith more than eight points
conference play except
ISU, which can finish with
if they beat Cal tomorrow

o SS

night and the University of
San Francisco (USE) Nov. 16
in the City."
Final home game
Tomorrow night’s game
will also be the final regular
season home appearance for
the Spartans, who play their
two
final
games
at
Sacramento State Nov. 6 and
USF.
However, chances are
good, excellent in fact, that
SJSU will host at least one
playoff game. In soccer the
two best teams in the West
are at Nome for the playoffs’
opening round. As of today,
Nov. 1, SJSU is No. 1 in the
West and it is unlikely they
will slip lower than No. 2,
unless tragedy, in the form
of losses strike.
But losses have been few
and far between for the

Nicolas talked about Cal’s
game against the University
of Santa Clara, which the
Bears won 3-2.
"If Santa Clara had gone
to the goal more, they would
have scored more," he said.
Menendez feels that Cal’s
defense could be SJSU’s
toughest problem.
"They play a total team
defense. They all drop back
well which makes it tough on
the offense," he explained.
It could be especially
tough on SJSU, which seems
to lack the ability to score
early. The offense has not
played poorly, but rarely
scores the first goal.
SJSU formula
The SJSU formula for
success is to drop behind,
then spend the rest of the
game frantically pursuing

their opponents from behind,
which causes a few tense
moments and even heart
failure along the way. The
Spartans have come from
behind to tie or beat
Hayward State, UCLA,
Santa Clara, Seattle Pacific,
and Fullerton State.
Although Menendez is
aware that Cal can score,
and quickly, he didn’t appear
to be worried about the Bear
attack.
-They kick long. They
don’t build their attack,
instead they try and clear it
to those two front liners
They don’t play the middle of
the field much, either," he
said.
Maybe Menendez isn’t
worried about the Cal offense because of SJSU’s
defense. The other guys have

Losing streaks on line;
gridclers travel to Utah

Idled Strrrlents preser

THE BALLAD
OF
DAN(;EROU;;;
GEORGE -j
lit

A powerful
prison drama
from
San Quentin Written and
teN,

booters in 1974. There has
been just one loss in an
otherwise perfect 11-1-3
season, and that was a 1-0
defeat administered by St.
Louis University and the
Milikans are ranked very
high, like No, 1 in the nation,
to be exact.
Menendez on Cal
Coach Julie Menendez
expects a close game, but is
not sure what to expect front
Cal, which is 7-3-5.
They have two real good
front liners and a strong
defense, but they have a
weakness in goalie," he said.
He ( the goalie) tends to
stay in the net too long."
Nick Nicolas, the assistant
coach agreed with his head
coach.
"Both their goalkeepers
are weak," he said.

performed
by
ex -Convicts.

TONIGHT, TUESDAY, Oct. 29
and SUNDAY Nov. 3
7:30 S.U. Ballroom
$1.00 Students/$2.00 Gen pub.

Their numbers aren’t too
impressive. The University
of Utah Redskins have yet to
win in six games, and the
closest they’ve been to
victory came in a 23-16 loss
to Oregon.
But numbers don’t always
mean a lot, and the SJSU
football team has already
summed
that
up
in
preparation for its journey to
Salt Lake City for the 1:30
p.m. game Saturday.
Last year Utah dumped
SJSU, 28-21, in Spartan
Stadium.
"Utah has a football team
I cannot believe has so far
not won any games,"
Spartan head coach Darryl

Rogers said.
The Spartans, 4-3-1, are
also looking to reroute
themselves after dropping
consecutive gaines to San
Diego State University and
the University of the Pacific.
"If we don’t manage to
beat Utah, we are going to
have to be careful that we
don’t set ourselves up to lose
all our remaining games,"
Rogers said.
One reason for the Redskins’ dismal record is the
tough schedule. Utah has
played UCLA and the
Universities of Arizona and
Arizona State in addition to
the Oregon game and the
season opener at Texas El
Paso.

SJSU poloists
battle Stanford

Presented by GROPE

TABLE TENNIS EXHIBITION by

D.J. Lee

Challenged by a team with similar experience, the SJSU
water polo squad will seek to extend its winning streak to
thive in a contest with Stanford tomorrow at 10 a.m. down on
the "Farm."
The Spartans are 8-7 overall this season, and are out to
avenge a 6-4 loss to Stanford in the U.C. Irvine Tournament
earlier this year.
"They have as much experience as we do," said SJSU
water polo coach Mike Monsees. "They’ve got a very mobile
game, with a lot of fast swimmers."
The Spartans are fresh off wins over Fresno State and the
University of Pacific, both which were Pacific Coast Athletic
Association games.
But according to Monsees, Stanford will be a tougher foe
than either of their last games.
"They’ve (Stanford) come a long ways this season," the
coach said. "But so have we."

SE.PRA

TWINS

263-4100
Milpitas Alviso Rd. 12371 & Fly 17
115 minutes from SJS)

No, 1

6 Times U.S. Open Champion

Jack NicholsonFaye Dunaway

"CHINATOWN"
Liz TaylorHenry Fonda

SPECTACULAR TRICK SHOTS

"ASH WEDNESDAY"

Opponents: David Chan, No, Cal. Master, Henry Fung,
14 year old "A" whiz, Jim Naik, "A" player, and
Richard Liang, SJSU student

Friday, Nov. 1
7:00 S.U. Ballroom
500 Students/$1.50 Gen Pub.

No. 2

0
"SOUND OF MUSIC" 0
Julie Andrews

scored just 13 goals against
the Spartans in 15 games,
less than one per outing. And
Gary St. Clair, SJSU’s AllAmerican goalie has fin
shutouts this season.
In the preliminary game,
the SJSU junior varsity will

play the Cal JV at 6 p.m. The
junior
Spartans
are
currently 3-2-3.
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MANAGER’S
CHOICE

Rated "Si
"ESCAPE TO NOWHERE"
Charles Bronson
"DEATH WISH"

Hated "Ire
i Action Hits
"BLACK GODFATHER"
’DYNAMITE BROTHERS"
"POLICE CONNECTION"

Haled "R"
Joe Don Baker
"WALKING TALL"
"BAD MAN’S RIVER"

this svslem proves
components area
beller value now than even a lea months ago!"
kullan Mgr Cal Hr It

your patience

is rewarded
I lie 75 Slierwo,ds ale ill. at 10,a ne
S-7110 is a potent successor to the old
S.7100a ... worth the wait. with 40 watts
RMS power. better tuner specs. and cleaner
phono circuits. It’s even more onructwe,
We’ve combined it with a carefree EISR
changer with damped cue. pause. an ADC
,.’lvtical cartridge, and a pair of Audex
’. range speakers. We include no cost
-.ice for 5 full years. and true so, nvit.
n’re looking for now. So go 01-. t.

EISA 310A. NE changer base corer
ADC N7E eIhpial cartnege
60 95
35 90
Auder aide range 107 stabs 121
Units bought separately
330 80

,
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&Awl
just

You’ll be glad you did’ $.g999.5
Sherwood S 7110 am/Im receiver 127995 16,
.

$10"
meant h

Total 01 36 payments 389 h.
Annual interest I/ 4

tape specials
*BASF buy 3 and save

With a piece
in his hand..

tone. 940

h
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ortridges. 80
k
3 A. $2".’ Hot
minor.. playing linty
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3k.s329 ’Scotch I
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on
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foe

$749

put components
JENSEN
-..ttle for less than

man!

in your car!!!

component -quality sound on the
..t.I Fake Pioneer’s powerful new receiver styled FM
Strack tape player for no distortion music Add
lensen’s best 2 -way car speakers (complete with wire and

allies’) Then cut the mice We’ve done ’em all
llow far can great sound travel.’ As far as you do

BARN
IIIIY

and complete) car stsreo system,

’15995

WAR MS

SUPER
REGGAE
SOUND./

K. PLUS:

EXPIRES

Bon Office Opens 6 15
Show Starts 6 45
Children n er I Fr.

"They’re a big, physical
team," Spartan offensive
guard Tom Cobey said.
"They play a tough
schedule, so their record
doesn’t mean anything," the
6 -foot -3, 220 -pound junior
added.

JIMMY
CLIFF IN
THE 71/

SENOR TACO
17th and East Santa Clara

is)

"FANTASTIC PLANET"

Son 11.11111,t t.
Sc., Male"
MI Vi,’,,
Son Jost,
[Selkirk,
Pleosorri 11,11
Son 1014’11/0

Nonni IF 800 irk/FM stereo
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968 N214 imis
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ASSOCIATED STUDENTS PRESENTS

Presented by artists
from the world famous
prison drama, "The Cage"

THE BALLAD
OF
DANGEROITS
GEORGE

"GEORGE"
0
0

11101111
1111111111111111

VALUABLE COUPONSAVE

400 ON EACH ORDER

COMPLETE
LUNCH

rhe Black Revolution was born in prison. This Could be the story
of George Jackson, or Eldridge Cleaver. The hero’s name is George
T. Jones, a black men who comes to political awareness only
reluctantly and in :te crucible of prison that magnifies a hundred
trmes the social and racial conflicts of our time.

ONLY

99

SPARTAN SPECIAL

ring this lunch
upon and any number of Family or Friends
on
. your party to Sizzler and save 40c each .
rut popular Quarter Pound Hamburger, salad or soup, coffee or
regular price $1.39 COUPON VALID UNTIL Nov. 8
2 oz. soft drink
orry, no carry outs!
SERVICE
FA
no waiting for table
COOL COMFORTABLE DININGNO
TIPPING

GOOD UNTIL
5:30 P.M.

SIZZLER
FAMILY STEAK HOUSE

SIZZLER LOCATIONS
1720 STORY RD AT KING)
1035 S WINCHESTER (WILLIAMS) . 370 N CAPITOL (MCKEE)
ERNARDO)
1102 E EL CAMINO (LAWRENCE) . 1962 EL CAMINO IESCUELA-MT VIEW)
111111MONIIIIIIMM13111rnallIIIIM11M111110

1146 W ELCAMINO REAL:

A POWERFUL PRISON DRAMA
FROM SAN QUENTIN
SUNDAY, NOV. 3

7:30 pm STUDENT
TICKETS: UNION BALLROOM
$1. STUDENTS $2 GEN. PUB.
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Low voter turnout predicted
RACK 14 WHITE
DEVELOPING A PRINTING
RODACHROME MOVIES I SI IDES

California’s Oldest Camera Shop
4 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
99 N REDWOOD AVE SAN JOSE
419 UNIVERSITY AVE PALO ALTO

605 1st DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE
1014 LINCOLN AVE WILLOW GLEN

BED BUG
WATER BEDS
FEATURING AIR FRAME BEDS
NEEDS NO FRAMELESS WEIGHT

EASY TO STORE
ALL ACCESSORIES

20% DISCOUNT WITH
ASB CARD OR WITH AD
287-5151

476 So. TENTH

cnnettionAls ..... now *ono. 9.96 anwohan

The most notable factor in
his prediction is an unprecedented drop in voter
registration since the last
general election, November,
1972.
Voter registration in San
Jose has dropped from
231,500 in 1972 to 219,000 now,
according to the final tally
compiled when registration
closed Oct. 6.
Mann explained that
between general elections,
voter rolls are updated, with
a resulting drop in total
immediately
registrations
after an election.
Voters who do not show at

By Dick Schaaf
Falling voter registration,
a
lackluster
primary,
colorless campaigns and
general apathy are all
reasons cited by George A.
Mann, county registrar of
voters, for predicting a lower
than usual turnout for
Tuesday’s election.
The combination of these
things makes it appear that
the turnout will be lower
than normal," Mann said.
Mann is predicting a 68 to
70 per cent turnout at the
polls, a figure about 8 per
cent below normal in most
gubernatorial elections.

Contractor will repair
leak in men’s gym roof
tractor who repaired the roof
last spring, said Byron
Bollinger, superintendent of
buildings and grounds.
According to Bollinger, the
roof has a two-year warranty
on repairs.
The roof began leaking
Monday and flooded parts of
the building. However, no

The leak discovered in the
men’s gym during the heavy
rains this week is the
responsibility of the con-

Please be patient.
Our shoes are being made
as fast as possible.

We always knew
the EARTH* negative heel shoe was a
great invention. We
knew you’d love
them. What we
didn’t know was
that you’d want
them faster than it
takes to make them.
But it takes time
to make a good
shoe. And if it was
made any faster, if
just one detail was
left out, it wouldn’t
be the Earth"

brand shoe.
There’s a lot
more to the Earth
shoe than making
the heel lower than
the toe. The entire
sole is specially
designed to help you
walk naturally and
comfortably.
So please be
patient. If we’re out
of your style or size,
we’ll have it soon.
But remember,
just because a shoe
looks like ours
doesn’t mean it
works like ours. To
be sure you’re
getting the Earth

.

Candidates
endorsed
by UPC
SJSU’s chapter of United
Professors of California,
(UPC), has announced
support for the following
candidates: Jerome Smith,
State Senate, 12th District:
Victor Calvo Assembly, 21st
District; Madge Overhouse,
Assembly, 22nd District;
John Vasconcellos, incumbent, Assembly 23rd
District; Leona Egeland,
Assembly, 24th District; and
Janet Gray Hayes, San Jose
mayor.
According to Robert
Duman head of UPC, the
endorsement was determined basically by candidate responses to a
questionaire on state and
local education issues,
collective bargaining and the
right of public employes to
strike.

brand shoe, look on
the sole for our
Earth trademark
and U.S. Patent
#3305947.
And believe us,
when you do try
them, you’ll see;
they were worth
waiting for.
Shoes, sandals,
sabots and boots for
men and women.
From $23.50 to
$42.50.
*EARTHis a registered
trademarkof Kalsg
Systemet.Inc.
'1974 Kals¢
Systemet,Inc.

DISCOUNT

damage was done to the
floor, according to Bollinger.
Bollinger said clean-up
crews were on hand to keep
floor mopped dry, which
prevented it from buckling.
The cause of the leaks had
not been determnied but
Bollinger speculated the
area where the two different
types of roofs on the building
join was the point the leak
inay have originated.
The source of the leaks is
difficult to find because the
roofs are layered with tar
paper and asphalt, he said.
Al-Cal Roofing of Santa
Clara installed the new roof
at the cost of $19,000 last
spring.
According to Ivy Drake,
Al-Cal’s commercial division
manager, repairs will be
made "promptly."
Drake said he has sent
men to inspect the roof and
as soon as his office receives
a report on the damages to
he roof, repairs will begin.
Paid

Advertisement

usual pattern was broken
when the 1974 figure fell
below the 1972 figure.
Both Democrats and
Republicans have lost
strength
in
amounts
proportionate
to
their
respective positions in the
city.
Democrats account for 59
per cent of the city
registration, Republicans 33
per cent, with the remainder
falling under minor parties
(American Independent and
Peace and Freedom) and
non-partisan headings.
In the 14 precincts in the
campus area, three of which
include the dorms, the
Democratic Party is the
choice of 64 per cent, while
Republicans account for only
20 per cent.
Minor parties and nonpartisan voters are twice as
common, in term of percentage, in the campus area
as in the city as a whole 116
to 8 per cent I.

HELP OTHERS!
mattresses from $7.50
couches from $10.00
funky junk-10’ and up
S+.V ,AGe r.4- de Pavl

20% off

for SJSU students
with this ad

St. Vincem de Paul atetisted
2 I.0(H) imply
in the Bu N %reit last Near.

StNincent de Paul
51 Third St.
1100811.
From the nonpolluted
waters of Peru...
Fish & Chips & Slaw,
Only $1.50
Two Kosher Hot Links or
Four Chicken Wings or Two
Fillets of Fish...
served with potatoe salad
or macaroni salad, plus
2 honey muffinsOnly $1.99

Fish and Sausage Sand.
World Famous Bean Pie
Whole Wheat Bread
Organic Apple Juice
Fish. ..65 lb.
284 So. list.
at San Carlos
11-11
Daily

Paid Advertisement

Paid

Advertisement

Pad Adve,

usement

MayorJerry Smith has earned your vote
for State Senator
He’s committed to open and
full disclosure, full time representation, fully accountable
government.., and responsiveness to inquiries and
to those issues important
to you.

plas
U.S.,.., 101
NM WWII hoe
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HELP YOURSELF
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The Tinder Box
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eastridge

122 Stanford Shopping Center
Palo Alto
14151 326-4600
M-T-W-S 9:30-6:00 Th-F9:30-9:30
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HUNDREDS OF FANTASTIC BUYS ! ! !
SAVE!

SALES

the polls in the general
election are sent a postcard
asking them if they wish to
remain registered.
If no response is received
because the voter has moved
or re-registered in another
party or another namethe
voter’s previous registration
is dropped from the precinct
lists.
In the normal two-year
cycle between elections,
registrations from first-time
voters and new residents
result in a total registration
above the preceding election, Mann said.
This year, however, the

SIALES

(GIP SAME
STORE WIDE SALE
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SHIRTS PARKAS JACKETS JEANS
PEACOAT PARKAS NAVY BELLS JEANS
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We have to work together to solve the problems of transportation, energy, education, consumer protection, employment and saving our
environment. Our State Government has been
unable to respond to a rampaging inflation and
energy crisis, and most important, a loss of
confidence by Californians in their government.
I am running for the Stale Senate because
I want to improve our quality of life, stabilize
our inflated economy and put an end to dishonest government. My record as a Mayor and
Councilman is one of successfully serving the

n

DEMOCRAT
121h District
people in the fields of education, regional government reform, local tax use and regional land
use planning to save our Valley’s foothills, baylands and open spaces ... all within the framework of fiscal responsibility and a keen sense
of priority. My goal, is to take my experience
here in the Valley to the State Legislature
to represent YOU

Jerome A. (Jerry) Smith, Mayor/Attorney
Experienced leaders call for the election of Jerry Smith
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Ruling may have little effect

Howard Johnson’s Weekday
All-You Can-Eat Club
’Mon-Deep Sea Dinner.
2.49:

Sex bias act being studied
By Sue McKIsson
The tentative federal
ruling
against
sex
discrimination
in
any
education
program
receiving federal financial
assistance may have little
effect at SJSU.
The guidelines of Title IX
of the 1972 Educational
Amendments Act, issued by
the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare
(HEW) and approved by the
Council of Presidents, will
probably not receive final
presidential action until the
first of the year.
Although the guidelines
have not yet been released,
Title IX appears to be of
major concern in athletic
circles.
Sexual equality
Title IX is an implementation
statement
which would provide equal
opportunity, not necessarily
equal funding, to both sexes
in any education program.
The SJSU administration
is in the process of collecting
information on the policies
and procedures of all
programs on campus to
determine if there is possible
sex discrimination on this
campus, said Dr. Serena E.
Wade, assistant to SJSU
President John H. Bunzel.
Because
the
final
regulations have not been
established yet, the impact
of Title IX upon the SJSU
campus cannot be determined, she added.
However, "the major
effect appears to be on
athletic programs, Wade
noted.
Impact possible.
Even though the guidelines
have not been officially
established, the different
departments on campus
seem to be conscious of the
possible unpact of Title IX.
"Our department has
requested additional support
because of Title IX," admitted Dr. Marie Liba,
chairwoman of the Women’s
Physical
Education
department.
Dr. John Caine, director of
athletics for men, said there
has already been an effort to
improve the Women’s P.E.
department.
The women are offering
more sports, the coaching
staff
and
operational
budgets have been increased
and an office has been
provided for intercollegiate
activities, he said.
Favorable response
Before the implications of
ritle IX, Liba said, the
women’s department did not
have equal opportunities.
But, "we instigated more
support and the university
has responded favorable,"
she said.
Caine, said he feels certain
the university will provide

Campus
Briefs
There will be a Halloween
party for all foreign students
and their guests at 8 tonight
at the Intercultural Center at
146 So. 10th St.
There will be games,
lancing and refreshments.
Admission will be free and
ppen to all students.
MECHA,
a
chicano
)rganization on campus will
lo Id a forum Wednesday at
12:30 p.m. in the S.U.
Umunhum Room.
Guest speaker will be
Alberto Ortiz, a Los Tres
member, who faces a long
prison along with two
companions for their antilrug campaigns carried out
in La Casa Carnalismo, a
Chicano community of East
Los Angeles.
ebb
The SJSU Judo team will
meet the Air Force Academy
judo team and the Hayward
State Judo team in the first
intercollegiate tri-meet of
he 1974-5 season.
The competition will begin
at 7 p.m. Saturday in the
Spartan Gym.

’’There
has been, and will continue
to be, increased support
because of the improvement
of women’s sports on
campus."
Equal opportunities in
Title IX does not mean all
classes
have
to
be
coeducational, Liba commented.
"Maximum
opportunity
does not necessarily mean
coeducational classes and
we shouldn’t stop students
from enjoying maximum
educational opportunities."
Example given
Liba cited the body conditioning class as an
example
of
reducing
educational opportunities by
admitting males into the
class.
"I think the students would
want only girls in the class,
and we would reflect that

whatever the women need
for an equitable program.
"Hopefully without
reducing
the
men’s
program, the women’s
program will be brought up
to the same caliber," he
added.
Because Title IX provides
for equal opportunity and not
necessarily equal funding,
student interest determines
the amount of support the
departments will receive,
Liba said.
Increased Interest
Students are showing
interest in golf and track and
field in the women’s
department, and these activities are under consideration to be added to the
program, Liba reported.
university
will
The
probably respond to this
student interest, she said.

1
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letnamese Students
ssociation will meet at 7:30
.m. in BC 15.
omen’s Center will offer a
omen’s rap group from
:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. in
uilding V, 177, So. 10th St.

mel

Even though Title IX
provides for equal housing
opportunities for both men
and women, SJSU will not be
according to
affected,
Cordell Koland, director of
housing.
think we’re as integrated in the dorms as we
can possibly be, and we have
no special rules for girls."
Since the guidelines are
not yet established, the
university does not have
enough
information
available to take steps to
comply with the regulations
of Title IX if, and where,
they are needed, Wade said.

Tue-Italian Spaghetti

2.49:

Wed-Fish Fry

.2.49:

Thur-Turkey Dinner
1 Fri -Clam Fry Special.

.2.59:
.2.791

Have a after-dinner drink in our Rumkeg Lounge
Open 6 a.m. till 1 a.m.

1
41111P"Relb.

1 755 North 1st
San Jose

5403 Stevens I
Creek Blvd
I
Santa Clara
II
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Our "Red -Eye" Special

THE 10-GAME ENDURANCE TOURNEY
This Saturday, November 2

Car Insurance

midnite til...as long as it takes

it doesn’t have to cost that much!
Because now there’s a new

Win a trophy and a
Carriage Trade Dinner Club card

College Student
Auto Insurance Plan

other prizes include 50 free
games of bowling and other goodies.

-0

. with the lowest possible rates and
. a convenient, monthly payment plan

Information & Signups at the Desk

Call Mike Foley for a no -obligation quote
(408) 984-2000

STUDENT UNION GAMES AREA 277-3226

1101 S. Winchester Blvd, G-175
San Jose, Calif. 95128

CLASSIFIED
MERI-JUANA CHRISTMAS TREE
aft high cannabis plant
Identical reproduction
Guaranteed Super gin
Do a number with your tree
$14 05 incl free posts

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Thing
"Funny
Open MidMena,
Happened on the Way
to the
Forum." AR TG Inc 711 E Gish,
across from S J Drive In 7-00 p m
on Mon. Nov 4 For Further in
formation, please call 262 0976

newest
Jose’s
San
W aa
waterbed company -experience the
comforts and pleasures of a tropical
island rtght in your own bedroom
fellow .students
by
Operated
Islander Waterbeds, 1528 W San
Carlos (Mks west of Sears) 792
5712

Want to Buy Lionel Trains. Phone 272
0105
Proiect 75 la Program to Increase
minority enrollment in medschootl
is sponsoring a tutorial program for
college science subjects at $ISU
For further information call 277
3105

by Viking
Heaters
Liners
Mattresses
Malt Pads 1886
Sheets
Frames
W San Carlos, 2117 0350

50 per cent Discount on All Jewelery in
our 48 page catalog featuring over
350 creations of fashiOn iewelery
rings watches pendants pins
links
tars cuff
earrings tie
Receive your FREE CATALOG and
RING SIZER by sending 2S cents for
Unique
Postage and handling to
industries, Box 11775. Cupertino, CA
95014

Flocked Velvet Posters -large variety
52 50 each New summer king size
tapestries 16.95 Incense pack of 25
for 50 cents Large variety of patches Iron on transfers 101pOrfed
walking canes from India Pipes and
parapnanalias Strobe tights Large
variety of black tights, one block
from the college SO E San Fernando

St

One Mrketing-M aaaaa mnt type
person to min with 2 mfgr types to
form anew small co We have super.
new products Call Mike 226 3511

Brand New Hart Competition Skis
with guarantee 31200, offer Phone
356 9541

Students
Workshop for
Growth
recently separated or divorced,
Tires . Nov 5. Costanoan Room Call
275 1574

Indian Made Turquoise Jewelery to,
Sale at the Turquoise Shop 408 Eat,’
Wh’arris St Phone 598 1282

(lasses
at
Ballet College age
Eufrana School of Ballet Essential
-technique" for beginning and in
terrnediate students Small classes’)
Beverly
individual
attention
Eufrazia Grant, Director 241 IMO

and
USMesico
Afro Lib,
U S ,
Ecology embroidered flag patches
Site approx Ii" 1 7’ I", colorfast,
washable 75 cents ea or 3 for 1220
Emblems. 7342 Kenwood,
tax itcO
San Jose, CA 95178 By mail Only.
Bicycles! Gene’s Bicycle Barn has all
models to satisfy your needs If your
interest is in racing bikes, there is e
Wide selection to choose from
Touring bikes are also in stock to
round out a complete bicycle
collection Gene’s prvides first rate
service on all bicycle repairs All
major parts for bakes are available
So come down and let Gene’s take
care of your bicycle needs 293 7897

Unwanted Hair Removed by a
Registered Nurse Electrotogist
Phone 265 1440 1 nyu, . 2186 Lincoln
Ave
SUMMER JOBS FOR ’75
No experience necessary Apply for
lobs Cl State and Federal Praks
Tourist resorts
Guest Ranches.
private camps Learn How. When.
Where to apply Receive over 700
California names and addresses
P 0 Box 700.
Send S7 00 to J 0 B
Monterey, CA 93940

1188 E

Williams S J

CA

Downtown
Under new
managinent Low prices on both new
and used waterbeds and
ac
cessories Check our procest Special
prices on purchases of 7 or more
waterbeds 416 W San Carlos SI
787 MOO

The San Jose Recycling Center is open
4 em
only, 9 am
Sat & Sun
We’re located on Singleton Rd in So
San Jose across from S J Disposal
grounds We accept glass. hi metal
aluminum cans, transmission
engine oil 8. newspapers PASS IT
ON,

oldest
Jose’s
Wat aaaaaa San
manufacturer and retailer of quality
waterbeds and accessories Special
courtesy extended to SJSU students
and faculty Yin Yang Waterbeds
Locations in San Jose, Campbell,
Santa Clara. Mountain thew. and
Morgan Hill Visit our warehouse
showroom at 2331 S 7th St at Tully
Road, 998 5660

Intaglio Press Wanted
Call alter 5 30 p rn
984 5827
Rent a TOO, Stereo, free delivery free
service Esche s 251 3598
Full color
Abortion Information
Doctor’s Report. Send Stamped,
Self Addressed envelope to The
Truth. P 0 Be, 71235, San Jose, CA
95151

Photography Gentle all
Natural color. photography MI your
wedding You keep all phots taken
plus the original negatives land a
free, white embossed album Budget
priced for highest quality work
Please call for details Photography
bY Dale Maggio 2972101 evenings

ClasSes are held
each Saturday during the year and
you lump on Sunday For individual
and group rates, call Stevens School
of Sport Parachuting and ask for
Phone 560 2227

Tires, excellent condition All
Installation
$600
sites -Only
available 375 6090

used

Guitar Wanted, Acoustic, Steel
Strings, Good Condition Pay 150 to
5103 Cali Ken 2933126 after 6 p

EXHIBITION
TABLE
TENNIS
Featuring ff11330 u s Champ D J.
Lee Friday, Nov 1, 7 pm in the
50 cents AS
BALLROOM
S U
Card Holders. SI SO Public Proudly
Presented by G R 0 0 E

’66 Ply Fury, P 5, P B. Auto Trans
Michelin X Tires GO Cond $400 or
offer 3239194 Ask for June

FOR SALE
’

’70 Toyota Mk If, 50.000 miles Ertil
Trans
recently
and Automat
rebuilt Excellent running condition
51300, Phone 3915146 or 294 76417

12.00 Pants Special, pants longer or
Shorter if yOu know the inseam
measure needed
I day service
Must brtng this ad -NO LIMIT -’Tailor on duty KELLEY IL LOUISE
CLEANERS, Santa Clara SI at 12th

St
theses,
Typing term papers
Phone
experienced and fast
8674

etc
269

Writing & Research assistance
Typing and editing Call evenings
276 11470

Experienced Typing-Electric
Term Paws, Thesis. et
Dependable, Mrs Allen 704
Typewriter Royal P
Excellent Condi,
262 465i

Experienced Thesis Typist Master’s
Marianne
Reports Dissertations
Ave
Escobar
Tamberg 137
Telephone 30,4245, mu. Galin

Oldies But Goodies
480 S 6th St . 585 Studio Furn’shed
Close to campus, Men only. Now
available 600 5 9th St SBO Room
with refrig and -hotplate Inc’ Utii
Furnished Two Bedroom turn S140
Steve 371 1765
bath On
Apt tor Rent, 1 bdrrns
7th hear Reed $230 monthly For
nished Phone 793 3494
Understanding Female sought to
with sensitive young
share apt
gentleman W C P and voice defect
Call 798 2308 al ter S 00 p ri
Attractive, clean, quiet turn room for
girl Kit pro Near SJSU 550 too
& dep All Oil pd 2934501 eves

Professional Typist
IBM Seleciric, 867 7389 eves

San Jos Residence
Club Co-ed
Beautiful building, great location,
private parking,
linen & maid
service, color T V Ping pong, kit
then facilities, insih7 courtyard,
grand piano. free Continental break
fast 559.50 share. 570950 single 102
S 11th St Phone 7931374

Prof. Typing. Term papers, reports.
IBM Selectric with
Theses, cot
Greek symbols, script, reg type 13
years cop Phone 915 0749

Room with Kit
priv
pipet
Non
smoker only 5 blks to SJSU 575 mo
787 3125 Or 734 2244 cut 320

Typing
Very Reasonable
Short notice, my home. 267 3119

mother Pitons. Ten locations
near college Kitchen I acil,lies, color
TV S. maid service 119 50 More.
52650 single, weekly 122 N 0th St
Phone 193 6345

For Permanent

Hair Removal

Call registered electrologist
at 235 E Santa Clara St 2944199

Unwanted Hair Removed by a
Registered Nurse Electrologist
Phone 265 1440 1 9 p m . 7116 Lincoln
Ave
SUMMER JOBS FOR ’IS
No experience necessary Apply for
ICMS at Slate and Federal Parks.
Tourist resorts,
Guest Ranches.
private ramps. Learn How, When.
Where to apply Receive over 200
California names and addresses
Send S7.00 to J 0 B
P 0 Box 708
Monterey. CA 93940
IBM
Thesis & Academic Typist
Selectric II Ask about my bonus
rate for students Call Andrea 297
2331
Typing -neat, accurate
IBM Selectric
Call Lori 578 8090af ter Sp rn
Drycleani Press bring this ad? pants
YOU PAY FOR ONE limited Offer
ends Oct 31 KELLY & LOUISE
CLEANERS Santa Clara Street at
12th
Typing 110661 Mtn View Home Se.C’Y
Repor Is. term papers. theses.
dissertations Phone 968 7985
Typing, last. accurate. IBM executive
(carbon) Call 377 5142
Marcia
Reynolds
TV’s For Rent-Special Ristes with
0 K credit 010.00 per month Call
377 2935
Getting Married? Discount FlowerS
does everything a florist does at
the price with twice the quality
WHY PAY MORE? 12 Veers of
satisfied customers Phone 996.1251
for free estimate

HELP WANTED

i

f 50-hr or more after first
month 55 50-hr possible after 2 or
3 months CHOOSE YOUR OWN
HOURS EACH WEEK What’s the
catch? Unfortunately there is one
the lob is cleaning people’s houses
Don’t get turned off yeti Consider
the advantages You’ll be your own
boss
Housecleaning doesn’t lire
vOcir mind You can aontemplate as
you vacuum Where do we come in’
We provide you w,th immediate
customers and keel) you suPPtted
with mem We stay out of your as
much as possible
Bubble Bucket Mini Maintenance 913
4798
Desperate, Need Babysider Ii -4
hrs
afternoons, one block from
campus Phone 7936546
Maie
Escorts
Part time 245 4920

Female

Good

money.

The Red Barron Steak House is al
for
ern
applications
tepting
waters
ployment
tOr
cooks
waitresses, bartenders. busboys &
diswashers Apply in person. knA
Hillview Airport

Promote Ecology -Buy recycled tires.
i
with
Recaps
tread
Warranty -Only 5999 Radial recaps
Installation available
3713
014 99
0690

PERSONALS
Conga PlayerS Unto
"Be Here NOw"
Michael --- -293 psis

TRAVEL
AUTOMOTIVE
Journeyman Mechanic will save you
on auto repairs Maior repairs nil
on
Minor only
Forecgn cars
American cars Ex. VW lone up 575
total, all work guaranteed STEVE
GEDDES 2953717
AutoMotorcycle I
e-Tired of
being ripped off? Call CSIS Campus
Insurance
service
Exclusive
student programs Lowest rates No
Student refused Call 799 8681 or StOP
by 404 5 Third St 2nd Floor 13rd St
8. San Salyador 1
CA. PROOLEMS! SEE AUTO TECH
SkIlled rheCheinic Spe<ialifing in
FOreign Economy & Sport cars
Tuneup, repair II. front end align
mint Open Sat Bring this ad to.
clISCOunt 797 300 7911 N 13 St
Global Auto Body All Types 01 Body
Work SATISFACTION GUARAN
TEED Low rates for students 170
Martha SI . SI Phone 2861109

Europe Israel Africa
’student hums aii year round
r ON 1 AC T InCA. 11687 San Vincente
Blvd No I. L A Calif 90049
lel 12131 926 5669, 876 0955
Discover South America in January,
Three week tour, Buenos Aires, Ric.
and I. ima Total cost 5760 Fun retc
call Dr Zapata 277 2576 or 967 5124
Hawaii-New York -Europe Student
I D and Hostel Card -hail passes infra European flights Free travel
into Contact Student Services West,
235E Santa Clara No 710 San Jose,
CA, 55113. 1108, 787 8301

EN TERTAINMENT
Friday Flicks presents DOUBLE
FEATURE
HORROR
NIGHT
featuring Twins of Evil & Hands of
the Ripper. You’ll sit on the edge of
your seat 2 shows, 7610 p m Morris
Dailey Aud Only 50 cents by Alpha
Phi Omega

For sale-West Hall Women’s Con
tract, single rim Call 867 9808 either
early morning or al ler 5 pm
Men
Women Drovers tor ice cream
Lange. soft drink route Afternoons
and weekends, full or part time 30 to
50 percent commission Tropical Ice
Cream Co 330 Rave SI 2974220

birth defects
are forever...
(nless you help...

Room for Rent in Lovely Home, Pool
Clubhouse next to golf course Kit
Pro 56$ per mo Near IBM 274 0411
View -.Quiet F dePI
Apt.iBeaUt.
Ref
ace-wshr -Dryer-Stove
rig utilities Pd Single student Or
leacher Refs req 013515 per mo
515 00 Cleaning dep phone 259 5397
CheafX Girl’s West Hall Dorm Contract for sale Private Suite Must
sell now Call 257 7589

give
to the
march
of Dimes

Men-Private rm. -clean w kit pro
Quiet student only 570 Mil pd IS S
14th St 794 5694
NW to 5.1.S , Private Studio Apt
Completely furnished In best area
All utilities included Call 225 4772
San Fernando Hosp.,
Near Centennial Hall & library
Kitchen
T V .
color
Parking,
maid service
privileges. linen
569 50 share. 589 Wimple 237 E San
Fernando Phone 3921374
Girl Wanted to move in to 3 bdrrn turn
apt near school *3 other girls
N5350 & Oil Call 297 7715

LOST & FOUND

Toyota Celica, Red, Air, Meg Wheel,
Tech. 24 MPG. Many Extras. Like
New Best Offer -Jim 14151 747 0364

THE TOUCH DANCE and SPHIftetfi
Feed, Tuesday Nov 5th in the S U
Hold whomever you
Ballroom
currently believe in close to your
WO, practice your two and dquare
steps, and DANCE to the PLUM
FOREST BAND Si 50 Students. S2
Public, add 50 cents for spaghetti
Food at RE m
DANCE at 7 30

’73-’74 52 Winter Heats Guarantee
2130 cm long (short skis suck) S110
Call 257 6307

75 cents each you dolt DRYCLEAN,
pants sweaters, skirts, shirts, most
dresses incl Must bring this ad -NO
LIMIT

Wedding

Sport Parachuting

Rick

Dryclean & Press, bring this ad 7
pants YOU PAY FOR ONE -limited
offer ends Nov 30 Sorry limit 1
pants per week

waterbeds

SERVICES

Spartaguide

interest in determining
whether a class will go
coed," she said.
"If men were admitted
into the women’s basketball
class, the maximum opportunity
would
be
minimized rather than
maximized and we would be
sensitive and respond to the
interests of the girls," she
added.
Most of the classes in the
P.E. departments are coed,
Caine said, noting exceptions
like body conditioning for
women and weight lifting for
men.
For this reason and due to
the implications of Title IX,
Dr. Clair Jennett, chairman
of the Men’s Physical
Education department said,
"It would be my guess
sooner or later there will be
just one P.E. department for
men and women."

THIS PACK CONTIllauTCO As A PULIC SenviCit

HOUSING
Newly Porn Rooms, Girls only
blocks from campus, Kit priv Wash
refrig in
& dry facility Ufil pd
each room Free parking 411 S 6th
St
Single 880, Double 155 797 4057

Woman’s watch at Arlo
Found
Guthrie concert Call 145 6936
Found near Tower Hall, tweed tam o
shanler Contact DR Econ Dept

Male Roornete, Share 7 room house
with males. Must be quiet 5. clean
954
110000 minus yard work
IdiewOOd Dr , San Jose. CA 725 5345
eves, Bruce
For Girl ’Clean, quiet fury room, kit
pr io , Near SJSU $10 no & dep All
util PO 393 4401 eves
6 Room Furn House available Nov 25,
IscIrms,
fireplace,
garbage
disposal Refrigerator with freezer
Off street parking 406 So 11th St

2

Bedroom, 7 Bath Apt., close to
campus, 120000 4 people max Call
251-2150 after 4 00

Classified Rates
I wo

Me
day

3

Print Your Ad Here:

T tree F our
days

F ove
days

days

days

Each addl.
lonal day

lines

S1.50

2.00

2.25

2.40

2.50

.35

4 lines

2.00

2.50

2.75

2.90

3.00

.35

5 lines

2,50

3.00

3.25

3.40

3.50

.35

6 lines

3.00

3.50

3.75

3.90

4.00

.35

(Count approx. 37 letters and spaces for each line)

Phone

Print Nanie

I aiti audit
10,11 line
r1Old

Address

.50

.50

.50

Minprlorn

.50

1 Ilfee Inlet,

.50
City

the 1131,

) Announcements
) Automotive
) For Sale

)

Help Wanted
) HOusing
) Lost and I odnd

) Personals
I ) Services
I / Transportation

n losed IS $

CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO SPARTAN
DAILY CLASSIFIED, SAN JOSE
STATE UNIV., SAN JOSE.
CALIF 95 ItIt

SEND

Check a Classification
2 ilr-S110 New Carpets. drapes. POO &
rec room 1 blks from college 576
So 5th St 786 7849

Sy THE EIJOLISHER

Small Black Labrador near
Lest
campus on Oct 75 Phone 174 6744

For

_LNIVS

Deadline, Two days prior to
publication
Conscutive
publication dates
only
’No refunds on cancelled ads
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Commentator Bunzel
’Live on 5’ Tuesday

C5:14.
rzt fc,
eV*

Creative Designing
in 18K and 14K Gold
AT OLD TOWN, LOS GATOS
354-3388
=e1.0..4...=nook

By Carolynne Born
SJSU president John H.
Bunzel will serve as a
political commentator and
analyst on KPIX, Channel 5,
on election night.
Bunzel was on the station
this summer on the eve of

Max Factor’s

d

MUSK FOR MEN
After Shave Lotion
comes in

CITRUS -clean, chrisp & tangy
SPICE- warm, rich & spicy
HERBAL -fresh, green & natural
4 fl. oz. 14.00
10th St. Pharmacy
10th & Santa Clara

294-9131

former President Nixon’s
resignation to serve on a
panel discussing the political
and constitutional questions
of Nixon’s resignation.
"I’ve been doing this sort
of thing for the last 10 to 15
years," Bunzel said. "I’ve
had programs of my own."
Bunzel who is a Democrat
was a delegate to the party’s
1968 convention in Chicago.
Ever since he came to
California in 1949 to work on
his Ph.D. in political science,
Bunzel has worked on
political campaigns, he said.
Opposed quotas
the
He testified to
Democratic Charter Committee about a year ago,
voicing his concern over the
method in which delegates
are chosen for the national
conventions.
Bunzel said he told the
committee he felt it was
inappropriate to choose
delegates by the quota
system they had been using.
"I’m deeply interested in
politics," Bunzel said,
discussing his prepration for
analyzing the upcoming
elections.
"I read a great dealsix to
eight newspapers daily," he
continued. "I listen to what
the candidates say and try to
understand their position."
Bunzel also said he looked
at precincts for their history.
"I look at whether they are
Democratic,
traditionally
swing
or
Republican
districts, which are likely to
vote either way," he said.
"For instance, precinct 20
in San Francisco is three-toone Democratic," said
Bunzel. "Will Flournoy hold
the Democratic voters who
will cross over and vote
Republican, or will Brown
recapture them?"

City voters

VOTE FOR

gocoo
QaE
- thaw

Car
49t Wash
or

BRING THIS AD
AND GET A

to. Free Wash s,

FREE
00 CARNAUBA
NOT WAR

ANY flu-UP

WITH

NO MRIMUNIPURCKASE

SELF SERVK1 VACUUMS AVAILABLE

Corner of Bird Ave and W San Carlos St
(From freeway 280 take Bird Ave off ramp)

Open 7 days 7:30 AM to 8:PM

The vote in the Academic
Senate meeting Monday
was 20-14 in favor of a
resolution recommending
that President John H.
Bunzel restore academic
the
to
privileges
Department.
Economics

There were two abstentions in that secret
ballot.

Quarter

The
Spartan
Daily
reported Wednesday that
the vote was 24-15 with two
abstentions.

Lovely Studios
FROM $150
Enjoy gracious, comforter.,
living in San Jose’s
friendliest apartment.
’Landscaped Grounds
’Air Conditioned
’Thick Shag Carpets
’Riverboat Lounge
’Sauna
’Pool and Billiards
1 Bedroom from $170
2 Bedrooms from $210

Have you thought of
REAL ESTATE AS A CAREER?
Part Ii nix and full time postitions available
We sponsor you to real estate school
FREE scholarship --Tuition reimbursement

"LEARN AS YOU EARN"
CALL

CALIFORNIA

Adults Only No Pets
1510 So, Bascom Ave

Gary van Den Bergh

REALTY

377-6900

984-4900

STUDENTS
SAVE ON CLASS RINGS
DELIVERY 4 WEEKS

()II \nit

g\II\
t3ICifk_nce
GOOD THRU
P11 1111

"""ifolo
F-44.e.
1,,,,,,
ill193(0,Q11,7 ):1491 q7..
Save $5.00
Bring this special
"check" by store
today. Beat the
higher gold prices
coming.

This special
"check" does the
job. Be first
with a GOLD
LANCE RING.

P.91

A

se
330 SOUTH TENTH STREET
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 95112

tee

undecided
on issues

I

Bunzel cited the San Jose
mayoral race as being "of
considerable interest."
"You have two candidates
with very definite styles," he
said. "For the first time in
the history of the city, there
is a woman running for the
office of mayor."
As a group, women "could
vote more this year," Bunzel
said, adding he viewed the
role of women in politics as
becoming increasingly
important.
"The League of Women
Voters is very influential,
particularly right before an
election when voters want
information," he said.
"Organizations like NOW
National Organization for
Women) appeal to a different group of women, more
militant and partisan," he
differentiated.
Bunzel predicted a lower
voter turnout in Tuesday’s
election due to disenchantment with all politics
because of IA atergate."
attributed
He
also
Watergate to his prediction
of a 60 per cent turnout for
Republicans, as opposed to
the usual 90 per cent turnout.
Also as factors for the low
turnout he added are voter
opinions that gubernatorial
candidate Houston Flournoy
is too liberal, and an
alienation from politics.
Apathy cited
"Apathy is more rampant
in
the
usual"
than
Democratic party, Bunzel
stated. "There is a deep
disillusionment due to
Watergate, which has been
translated out to a distrust of
all politicians," he added.
Because 1974 is an off year
(no presidential election),
voter turnout will be lower,
Bunzel said.
As for his role in politics,
Bunzel said, "I’ve never
calculated my life for running for political office."
-

french

Daily correction

Continued from page 1.
In the primary, Hayes
gathered approximately 35
per cent, Collins 32 per cent
of the slightly more than
100,000 votes cast.
In the 14-way June contest
for council seat 3, Pegram
outpolled I,ickwar by about
1,500 votes, but the two
together accounted for less
than 30 per cent of the total
votes case.
Indicative of the confusion
created by 14 candidates
running for one office, better
than 10 per cent of the June
voters did not cast a vote in
this particular contest.
Christensen cautioned that
until the actual computer
printout of the telephone
sample is available, the
accuracy of the poll would
not
be
conclusively
established.
"We could have overbalanced in a geographic
area, or by age or income,"
he admitted, but added that
the poll was large enough
statistically to allow a 95 per
cent confidence level.

DENEVI CAMERA
Your photograph can win
the summer of a lifetime
for you and a friend.

eft
on
1’01

si
roi
Inc
un
let

Enter the Minolta Photo Competitium for college students.
IMO
1

f

ex.

minolfca

a

el

’h

Students
Enter
Now
If photography is a part of your life, it could win the
summer of a lifetime for you and a friend
Just enter your most important photographs in the
Minolta Photo Competition for college students Choose
from any of the eight picture categories listed in the
entry form.
At least 10 pictures will be selected for publication in
The Minolta College Gallery, which is a special section
that will appear periodically in College magazine You
win $100 if your picture is published, arid it’s entered
automatically in the Grand Prize iudging
The Grand Prize winner and a friend get to spend July
and August, 1975 in Europe at Minolta’s expense As
spelled out in the rules and regulations, that includes
round trip air transportat.on from your home city to lust
about anywhere you want to go in Europe, planned with
the help of our travel agent Plus $5.000 to pay for all
lodgings, food, ground transportation and other expenses
And to top it all oft, each of you receive a Minolta
SR T 102 35mm reflex camera
lifetime is worth shoot
If you think the summer i,
mg for, send us your finest pi, I
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"Float

For people zulroctrA
711.)’ intimate Joking
cukl l(xs of ihrdles.
Plum Hwy Bald
PIN 41. ,411-111.
11.’4’

nthId,rv
"
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No
Obligation
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OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM
Attach to your picture and mail to the Minolta Photo Com
petition, P O. BOX 181 7. Blair, Nebraska 68009
Name..
Class of

College:

Ii

Address’

tr

_
State

Zip’

Picture category (check W1401110.
sports 3 still Ides [3 social commentary D human interest
u abstracts 0 environment 0 humor 0 news
Please print all information and put name and address on
print or slide mount. Only one submission per entry form

0

’A

40 South First St San Jose 279-1681 FREE PARKING

